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Music is timeless. Throughout history, music has played an integral part in how we communicate, connect, and celebrate with others. With the birth of the Internet and the explosion of digital audio, billions of people around the world have access to music from any corner of the world. Despite the wide array of available music, however, people tend to listen to popular and trending songs, often neglecting to listen to their entire list of available songs and to consider new artists and genres. With Tempo, we aspire to change how people listen to music throughout the day, whether they are working in the afternoon or exercising in the evening. Tempo is an Android application that will recommend music by being contextually aware of the user’s environment. It is driven by context recognition through Android services, and machine learning algorithms that will classify songs into the chosen context categories, so that the application can select appropriate songs by matching these song classifications with the detected context. This application will provide this service for the user through a beautiful and simple user interface.